
Bilal Shah (Pakistan) and Mark Upson (USA), Bentley 
Systems Incorporated, highlight the unique challenges of 

offshore and subsea pipeline stress analysis, and how today’s 
integrated software solutions address these issues. 

Offshore oil and gas production comes with its own 
challenges that, in many respects, are different 
and more difficult than those of onshore oil and 
gas production. Offshore facilities typically face 

more aggressive and remote environments, and have to be 
constructed offsite. This results in logistic challenges when 
it comes to assessing pipe stresses, not only for operations, 
but also for installation. And, due to the toxic products these 
offshore and subsea pipelines carry, the analysis and design has 
to be rigorous and comprehensive. The longitudinal stresses 
developed on the riser pipelines – in particular, those that 
are subjected to wind, wave and seismic loadings – also have 
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a dramatic impact on design of seabed piping. To ensure an 
accurate pipeline analysis, the following types of interactions 
need to be accounted for.

 ) Structural platform movements.

 ) Jacketed pipelines.

 ) Buckling effects of the pipeline.

 ) Cable tension and vortex shedding vibration effects.

 ) Marine growth increasing the wave/current drag forces on 
the risers.

Pipe stress and structural analysis solutions have been 
around for many years, and their comprehensive set of static 
linear, static non-linear and dynamic analysis features are being 
applied to offshore and subsea pipeline analysis. Features 
such as automatic buoyancy load calculations, end cap forces, 
wave loading, wind loading, and the ability to quickly model 

jacketed pipelines, semi-embedded or fully 
embedded seabed piping with non-linear 
pipe-soil interaction, automatic internal 
hydrostatic pressure calculation, ground 
motion and imposed vibrations time history 
analysis, are now available to engineers. 
Also, recent developments that deliver 
bi-directional integration technology between 
pipe stress, structural analysis and design 
applications, provide the ability to seamlessly 
export results to these applications and 
have integrated structural and piping design 
models. This collaborative interoperable 
solution provides safer, less error-prone and 
more cost-effective design alternatives to be 
explored to optimise the platform structure, 
vessel and pipeline designs.

These tools are increasingly being used, 
not only to quickly and accurately analyse 
and design subsea systems and pipelines, but 
also to reassess pipeline systems over their 
lifetime in the harsh marine environment.

Efficient modelling and redesign with robust 
user interface
One of the distinct advantages of today’s pipe stress software 
is the ease of use and the ability to quickly generate and 
modify the analysis model with a single mouse click or 
keyboard short cut. Pipe stress engineers do not have to worry 
about going through spreadsheets or reports trying to locate 
different model components. Instead, they simply graphically 
select and modify the model. This saves considerable time 
when modelling long pipelines, as is the case with risers and 
seabed piping. 

When modelling the risers, it is important to break down 
the riser into discrete segments that can be analysed to 
capture the wave loading, wind loading and differences on 
internal and external pressure values. Today’s tools provide 
automatic multiple node generation along a pipeline, with 
copy and paste, stretch, move, rotate and scale operations for 
a much faster model refinement. 

Riser clamps or risers supported by the platform can 
be modelled using guide supports that are connected to 
the pipe and the structural frame members. The supporting 
frame members can then be terminated at anchors, and 
a time history or a response spectrum loading can be 
applied to these anchor points to simulate the platform or 
vessel movements for different, normal or extreme loading 
conditions over the platform’s design life.

The visual user interfaces that use input grids and graphical 
selection capabilities make modelling jacketed pipes or 
bundled pipes a lot easier. Any connections between the 
jacket and the pipes inside can be modelled through supports 
where gaps can also be provided if required. Once the piping 
points are made clear, different operating conditions can be 
defined for these piping points so that the pressure and the 
temperature values for the jacket pipe may be different than 

Figure 1. Interactive code stress results from AutoPIPE with colour plots and result 
review grid.

Figure 2. Platform riser pipeline design.
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the pipes inside. All of this is made easier by synchronised 
model and grid selection, and a copy and paste operation with 
automatic node number generation.

Pipelines that are semi-embedded or fully embedded 
under the seabed require pipe-soil interaction analysis using 
analysis tools that support non-linear soil properties and an 
enhanced soil properties calculator. These tools can be used 
to generate multiple ranges of soil stiffness properties for the 
pipe-soil interaction, which is critical in subsea environments. 
Pipelines that are simply resting on the seabed can either be 
modelled by inserting soil properties with negligible transverse 
horizontal and upward soil stiffness values, or can be modelled 
using V-stop supports with friction. When a flexible concrete 
mattress covers a portion of the seabed pipeline, soil stiffness 
values with equivalent effect of restraint properties of a 
concrete mattress can be applied for such portions. The 
weight of the mattress on top of the pipeline can be simply 
added as a distributed load.

For some offshore pipelines, marine growth may be 
substantial and important to model for a more accurate wave 
response. Today’s software supports variable marine growth 
depending on depth for each defined wave load case. The 
program automatically interpolates the marine growth values 
at intermediate depths, and the software is smart enough to 
calculate wave load cases for marine growth for just the part 
of the pipeline under the seawater level. The additional weight 
of the marine growth is usually captured as distributed loads. 

For risers of long lengths with large diameters, as typically 
found in the oil and gas industry, the internal fluid weight can 
be substantial and can be modelled as a simple vertical gravity 
load. Also important is capturing the local hydrostatic pressure 
at all points in the model. A good software 
application will provide this capability seamlessly 
with the click of a button.

Comprehensive loading and 
accurate analysis
Performing a comprehensive and safe analysis 
of a complete subsea pipeline and riser network 
will typically require generating up to 1000 
static analysis results, each of which could have 
different design loadings and assumptions in 
a single model, requiring a lot of result data 
management.

A comprehensive set of functional and 
environmental loadings includes:

 ) Internal pressure.

 ) End cap forces due to external pressure.

 ) Thermal expansion.

 ) Buoyancy and hydrostatic forces.

 ) Wind loading (profile, ASCE and UBC).

 ) Wave loading (current, Airy, Stokes and 
stream wave theories).

 ) Static earthquake (for seabed piping).

 ) Modal analysis (with ability to cater for added mass 
coefficient for submerged piping).

 ) Response spectrum analysis for seismic and vibration 
design.

 ) Time history analysis (with ground motion option for 
seabed piping and riser, and force and imposed support 
time history for vibrations).

 ) Imposed support displacements (for vessel and 
platform movements).

Ocean waves are a complex phenomenon and are difficult 
to describe in mathematical terms. However, with some 
assumptions, certain characteristics of waves can be described. 
A number of theories exist to predict the behaviour of waves 
and the forces they generate, and these could include the 
linear first order Airy wave theory, Stoke’s wave theory up to 
the fifth order, the stream function wave theory up to the 
tenth order, or the current velocities option for wave loading 
response. 

A method for determining which order to use for a certain 
wave theory is to choose an order and obtain a solution, 
then increase that order by one and obtain another solution. 
If the results do not change significantly, then the first order 
selected for the wave theory is appropriate; otherwise the 
process would be repeated by selecting the next higher order. 

Today’s software tools support all these approaches, and 
the program does the selection of the wave theory order 
automatically. Hydrodynamic data like mass coefficient 
(Cm), drag coefficient (Cd), and lift coefficient (Cl) are also 
automatically calculated by the program. However, there is 

Figure 3. AutoPIPE interactive graphical interface for selection and display 
options.
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always the option to override these coefficients with more 
applicable user data. Hydrodynamic data impacts the wave 
response by changing the inertia, drag and lift forces.

The interaction between the seawater and the pipeline 
is another complex phenomenon. The natural frequencies 
of the submerged or partially submerged pipelines are lower 
as compared to non-submerged structures or pipelines. This 
change in the natural frequency is due to additional fluid mass 
around the structure or pipeline to be moved as well when 
the pipe vibrates, typically accounted for using the added Cm.

Hydrotesting for offshore pipelines is different to that of 
onshore piping, such that the effects of wave and hydrostatic 
loading are always present. They must be taken into account 
using either a linear or non-linear static analysis. 

Compliance to offshore pipeline design codes
To generate code compliant stress reports for offshore 
pipeline designs, there are a number of offshore pipeline 
design standards, with some of the most widely used offshore 
pipeline standards being:

 ) ASME B31.4 chapter 9: Offshore liquid pipelines.

 ) ASME B31.8 chapter 8: Offshore gas transmission.

 ) Canadian Standards Association Z662: Offshore steel 
pipelines.

 ) DNV-OS-F101: Submarine Pipeline Systems.

Both functional and environmental stress calculations 
are needed to meet code compliant stress categories, and 
the software may use prescribed variants of Tresca and Von 
Mises yield criteria. Calculating stress values at different angles 
around the pipe cross-section and reporting the maximum 
stress from the calculated stress values is required. 

DNV-OS-F101 code with its limit state design includes 
the combined buckling check for ultimate limit state and 
accidental limit state. A good pipe stress analysis program will 
include different code category options, design factors and 
code combination factors, with defaults to easily change and 
quickly generate new result reports. 

User-defined load combination stress calculations are 
useful to avoid time-consuming and error-prone manual 
calculations. For example, one engineer may want to have a 
code combination, which would account for combined stress 
due to both wind and wave acting simultaneously, or another 

may be interested in capturing the worst-case scenario from 
multiple static seismic or transport load cases.

Get more through collaboration
Integrating pipe stress analysis with structural applications 
like structural analysis and design (STAAD) and offshore 
structural analysis and design (SACS) significantly reduces 
design time, allows users to explore other more accurate 
design alternatives, eliminates human error due to manual 
data transfer, and enables a more productive collaborative 
workflow between structural, pipe support, pipe stress and 
installation engineers.

Typical bi-directional integration workflow operates like 
this:

 ) Send pipe support locations from the pipe stress analysis 
program digitally to the structural design program.

 ) Automatically find these locations relative to the structure.

 ) Automatic transfer of pipe loads for each loading 
condition to the structure.

Eliminating the need for manual user entry of results 
between systems, this saves a substantial amount of time 
when designing 10 000 supports or more.

Another scenario is to import the whole structure into 
the pipe stress analysis program, including pipe support 
connections. Then, a more accurate integrated piping and 
structure model can be analysed for both static and dynamic 
behaviour. With such integration, engineers can readily see 
the impact from high pipeline loads on the structure, or 
structural deformation impacts on the pipeline and quickly 
avoid interferences. Again, this eliminates any manual 
steps passing information between these disciplines, and 
significantly reduces engineering design hours from 20 - 60%. 
It also reduces the risk of non-conformances, and cold and 
hot interferences during construction and operations. These 
design teams require a higher degree of teamwork to achieve 
synchronised models in both structural and pipe stress 
engineering groups.

The future for offshore pipeline analysis and 
design 
There is always room for improvement and evolution in 
any process, and offshore solutions are no exception. 
Collaboration between the engineers working on subsea piping 
and risers, and their counterparts working on the offshore 
platforms and structures, is just beginning as everyone seeks 
to improve capital project planning and more efficient 
design execution in the oil and gas industry. Other areas 
of improvement include better integration with 3D CAD 
modelling tools, more accurate analysis like vortex induced 
vibration, fatigue, structural integrity checks for extending 
asset life, and enhanced FEA theories for capturing large 
displacement scenarios like pipelaying and joint design. These 
changes are on the horizon, but can only be achieved through 
collaboration within the industry, understanding requirements, 
investing in research, and coming up with more efficient 
solutions through collective efforts for change. 

Figure 4. Complex topside piping design.
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